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Vitesse wins InP from DARPA
Vitesse has received a $6m DARPA con-
tract to develop InP ICs for military
communications, in collaboration with
BAE Systems and the University of
Illinois Urbana Champaign (UIUC). It
will develop advanced manufacturing
processes and communication ICs
using its sub-micron VIP-2 InP HBT
technology. The initial 18-month con-
tract contains option phases, which, if
implemented, would bring the total
value of the contract to more than
$15m. The contract allows Vitesse to
enhance the capabilities of its VIP-2
process, selected for its ability to
enhance speed, power, performance,
circuit reliability and production-wor-
thy manufacturing practices required
for the DARPA specification. InP tech-
nology allows direct digital synthesis of
high-frequency signals, simplifying the
system design and reducing the num-
ber of discrete components required in
advanced satellite, aircraft and terrestri-
al communication systems.Vitesse will
collaborate with BAE Systems on the
design of communications circuits; ini-
tially, these are for direct digital fre-
quency synthesis (DDFS) for electronic
warfare and radar applications. UIUC
will focus on research for the next-gen-
eration transistor structures meant to
further extend circuit performance and
applications. A factor of two improve-
ments in critical performance parame-
ters has already been attained in early
VIP-2 experiments at 0.45µ. Further
scaling is planned, incorporating
UIUC’s findings, the ultimate goal to
shrink device geometry to 0.25µ.This
will result in static flip-flop toggle fre-
quencies of 150GHz.
Next generation SiC transistors
PowerSicel Inc, a University of
Colorado, Boulder, spinoff has won a
NIST Advanced Technology Programme
award to develop new, high power tran-
sistors, operating at 10x power density
and 5x efficiency of conventional
power transistors, enabling broadband
ultra linear power amplifiers for cellular
and satellite communication, radar,TV
broadcast, industrial instruments and
medical equipment.
The project will run to 2005 with costs
of $2.9m. Using technology based on
concepts developed at the University of
Colorado, PowerSicel will miniaturise
the devices, improve on the existing
design, and develop a fabrication
process that is suitable for mass produc-
tion.The new transistors will use silicon 
carbide, allowing operation at high tem-
peratures and in harsh environments.
The project will require substantial
improvements in new areas of wide
bandgap material fabrication, design,
and manufacturing. The plan calls for
engaging industrial systems manufac-
turers as subcontractors for device
testing/verification, package and con-
sultation on design implementation
specific to system applications.
Contact: Email:
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The LTC550 MicroIR developed by
BAE Systems IR Imaging Systems
(IRIS) area, is an environmentally qual-
ified, infrared camera designed for day
and night surveillance and general
imaging applications. Based on IRIS’
320 x 240 uncooled MicroIR technol-
ogy, the LTC550 produces  high-res
imagery for enhanced situational
awareness, independent of darkness
and a wide range of obscurants 
without need of  artificial illumina-
tion. A family of lenses, ranging from
18mm 100/300mm dual field of view,
permits users to define the lens
required to meet mission needs, and
allow field replacement should
requirements change.This capability,
and the unit’s mounting bracket and
full-function controller, results in a sys-
tem designed for rapid, mission-specif-
ic deployment.
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